Little is known about this 'instant city' and a great deal remains speculation. e physical evidence is fragmentary, as the remains and ruins that were le at the end of the eenth century were gradually absorbed into the fabric of the modern metropolis. We know that monuments and streets with numerous palaces were built during these ve and a half years,
More recently, this subject was addressed in the book by Hans Peter L'Orange, 2 who studied the relationship between the arts and the broader values of the period. Equally, a more profound and multifaceted approach is required within architecture, its theory and its historiography building upon the exemplary work of Krautheimer and Ćurčić. 3 is chapter will focus on the status of architecture, related arts and the change of consciousness in the fourth century in the context of the new capital -Constantinople, the imperial seat for over a millennium, that had survived destructions, and social upheavals, Crusades and assault, resulting in emergence and disappearance of many art and architectural works.
Focusing on early ) and the status of the arts and architecture at the time, the analysis observes the city that had managed to regenerate and rede ne itself several times. e chapter argues about the way in which this was possible and made achievable by incorporating arts and the knowledge of antiquity into the running of the everyday life of the Empire. e new capital city has in this way contributed to the formation of a new mind-set in the early Middle Ages.
In the Preface to his collected seminal works on Constantinople, contemporary historian and probably the most proli c scholar on Constantinople Cyril Mango (b. 1928) states that the Byzantine capital and its history were never clearly delineated. 4 In constructing the city's history, the scholarship had to draw from stories, chronicles, the lives of the saints and theological treatises of the period, while being indebted to the European connoisseurs and travellers who had observed, taken notes and sketched in the course of their journeys. Mango argues about the fragility and scarcity of documents and adds that most of the time we are only imagining this ancient capital. 5 In his works Mango was lling this lacuna as he made the city his focus in the same way in which Krautheimer and Ćurčić have contributed to the architectural history of Byzantium.
e making of Constantine's Polis e city was part of the imperial project of building the new capital -the New Rome -by reconstructing the small ancient town of Byzantium, chosen by Constantine following the military victory over his rivals in 312. is victory in the battle at Milvian Bridge has been linked to Constantine's legendary vision of the cross as the sign in which he was to succeed. 6 e vision was followed by the Emperor's Edict of Milan in 313 authorising the licence for Christians to worship freely. 7 According to William C. Morey, Constantine 'was a man of wider views than Diocletian, and had even a greater genius for organization.
e work which Diocletian began, Constantine completed. ' 8 Morey argues that it was Constantine who had decisively shaped the Roman imperial project by giving it the nal form in which it had exercised its great in uence upon modern governments. In other words, through the variety of institutional engagements on di erent levels, spanning military victories to urban design, Constantine had shaped the legacy of the Roman Empire. It was not so much the early imperialism of Augustus, Morey argues, as the later imperialism of Constantine that had an impact on the subsequent empires of medieval and early modern Europe.
e role of Constantine was therefore one of statesman, political reformer and originator of the new Roman capital city.
Historical documents record that on 8th November 324 the city limits were established on the edge of the Bosporus. 9 e emperor had apparently overseen the city's o cial dedication in a series of ceremonies in the new urban core. 10 According to the available documents, the process of rebuilding the 'New Rome' was completed on 11th May 330, ve and a half years a er the initiation in a burst of building activity.
e urban language of early Constantinople 167 as Roman advanced building technology had been fully applied. e techniques of creating large-span viaducts and aqueducts were in place, as was the science of building roads, fortresses, palaces and bridges. 12 Constantinople was a complex, multi-dimensional city; initiated by the pagan ritual it was placed under the protection of the tutelary Fortune even though the city was to embrace Christianity. 13 In this respect there are competing streams of interpretation based upon the claims of di erent historiographers. Some argue that the city was supposed to be Christian in its dedication, while others have related it unequivocally to Rome's pagan tradition. A re-examination of historical documents leads to the conclusion that while religious concerns were indeed the underlining component in determining the plan of the city, the city of Constantine was never meant to be exclusively for Christians.
14 In other words, religious concerns were an important but not the only de ning element of urban design. e main objective was to create a capital for all inhabitants that would celebrate the imperial rule and provide stability for the Empire spreading east.
e role of the new capital
During the second decade of the fourth century new structures and ostentatious public spaces were superimposed by Constantine's architects upon the existing city of Byzantium -a medium-sized local urbanity with some building work undertaken by the Emperor Severus. ese included the Severan wall that delineated the protected core of the city. Constantine had a new wall built and laid out the city on a larger scale, adorning it with novel monumental buildings. e building of the 'New Rome' is described in one of the chronicles:
He renewed the original walls of the city of Byzas and made many additions to them which he joined to the ancient walls and he called the city Constantinople. He also completed the Hippodrome which he decorated with bronze statues and other embellishment, and made in it a loge for the emperor to watch (the games from) in imitation of the one in Rome. He built a big palace near the said Hippodrome and connected it with the loge of the Hippodrome by an ascending staircase called cochlias. He also constructed a big and very beautiful forum and set up in a centre of it a tall column of purple eban stone worthy of admiration. At the top of this column he set up a big statue of himself with rays on his head, which bronze statue he had brought from Phrygia. e same Emperor Constantine removed from Rome the so-called Palladium and placed it in the forum that he had built underneath the column (bearing) his statue:
this is stated by some inhabitants of Byzantium who have heard it by way of tradition. He had also o ered a bloodless sacri ce and confessed the name Anthousa on the Tyche of the city he had renewed.
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e urban design thus involved the symbolic reconnection with Rome by means of the Palladium, the enhancement of the city plan, the building of grand imperial buildings and the redesign of public spaces of the new capital. e public squares were in most cases completed with the placement of statuary.
e questions that this chapter addresses are: on a general level, what did the formation of the new capital achieve? What kinds of investments in the arts and practices had the creation of this city incorporated? What were the architectural methods used in the making of the institutions such as the Christian Church and the Empire within the city space? What was the role of the statuary in this respect and within a wider epistemological context? What were the e ects of this approach upon the city space and the new urban psyche? e imperial investment in the arts and architecture of the new capital e making of the new capital meant a sweeping break from the traditions of the old empire. e city of Rome was packed with memories of paganism and relics from the republic. Constantine desired to radically renew the empire and to give it a novel well-positioned centre. 16 e new capital was considered better placed for defending Roman territory, as the site of the old Greek colony, in the con nes of Europe and Asia. is site was regarded favourably for commerce as its port had deep water facilities. Above all, the city was planned for the establishment of a system of government that was considered superior. e formal character of this system was drawing from its Graeco-Roman tradition but also from the experiences of the nearby, long-standing Oriental empires.
It has been understood that the natural function of the old city of Byzantium was to be a doorkeeper to the Black Sea and to tax any related trade. However, the customary assertions about the city's special geographical position and its advantages need to be put under scrutiny.
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Apart from the exaggerated claims about the conveniences of its location, a number of drawbacks were su ered by the city, such as exposure to attacks from the hinterland, and a lack of su cient sources of drinking-water. More alarmingly, the new capital did not immediately attract a signi cant population.
Still, despite these initial di culties, the city had managed to prosper due to the enormous e ort and signi cant imperial investment. e nature of this investment was diverse, including people's skills and knowledge about the arts, the latest building technology and the direct supply of treasures such as the ancient statuary. e transfer of knowledge also included the concentrated sum total of learning and practice of the Liberal Arts and architecture as developed in Late Antiquity.
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e learning of the liberal arts centred on the egknklios paideia, 'the customary, general education ' . 19 e more specialised knowledge of architecture was based on the actual practice and related commentaries. 20 Indeed, the position of architecture and its discourse is not clear, as it was not the art but techne.
21
ere are few ancient records on architecture in general, and the only remaining text is the one by Vitruvius.
22
Although we do not have direct evidence that would link this treatise to the making of Constantinople, it is probable that Vitruvius' book (or another one of a similar kind) was available and in use. De architectura was a useful manual for the dissemination of Roman architecture throughout the Empire. Vitruvius, a Roman architect and engineer (c. 80 -c. 15 ) had introduced a number of Greek architectural concepts such as order, arrangement, eurhythmy, symmetry, propriety and economy, and had compiled ancient mathematical knowledge such as that of Philo of Byzantium of the second century . Philo's work incorporated Isagoge -an introduction to mathematics, Mochlica -on general mechanics, and Limenopoeica -on harbour building. It is likely that other commentaries on speci c temples were still circulated in the fourth century separate from Vitruvius' . ese sources of knowledge would be involved and directly relevant for the building of Constantinople. 23 e investment was equally signi cant in respect of the imported technology coming directly from the old capital. e young and ambitious builders, architects and artisans were taking advantage of alluring salaries and exemptions from the taxes legislated by the Emperor if they were to join the building e ort in Constantinople. 24 e exemplary Roman structures at the time that could have served as models would include the Basilica of Maxentius and Constantine, completed in 312. is was the largest edi ce to be constructed, combining the features from Roman baths such as those of Diocletian.
In addition to this investment, treasures such as numerous statuary that were shipped over from Rome and elsewhere were the most direct and instant contribution to the making of the new capital. e lavish statuary marked imperial power and equipped the city with numerous signi cations. e central and changing role of the statuary will be addressed later on.
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Constantinople made use of the existing city plan of Byzantium whose main features were le in place. e Emperor's intentions were to extend the city utilising the functioning elements. Constantine's architects had therefore retained the two main squares of the Graeco-Roman, largely Severan city: the Strategion (nearby modern Sirkeci station) and the Tetrastoon (to the south of Hagia So a) that were linked by the north to south street. e architects of the new capital also decided to extend the east to west colonnaded street, believed to be built by Severus, thus making it the main artery that came to be known as Mese. Constantine's own Forum, where the famous Porphyry Column stood, was sited just outside the ancient city walls on the axis to the Mese.
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Constantine's architects traced the outline of the new city over the old one, even if the former remained largely unbuilt and uninhabited. is meant that the principal street was projected to run straight from the Milion to the Capitol along a distance of 1850m. At the Capitol the Mese branched: one segment of it extended into the northwest past Constantine's mausoleum in the Church of the Holy Apostles, the other southwest to the Golden Gate of the Constantine walls. e only transversal north to south street that can be traced with a degree of certainty ran from the Golden Horn.
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e Mese was thus the rst artery that was subsequently followed by a series of colonnaded streets in the manner of Greek stoae that generously adorned the city space. e city's monumental development was exempli ed further in emboloi -small roads with colonnades and shops that led up to a central street.
ese, together with Tetrastoon, a columned porch around the courtyard, the Basilica, the Baths of Zeuxippos and the Hippodrome, were the main features in the Constantinian plan. e streets from the old plan were either completed or rebuilt, thus providing the new city centre with the relevant imperial institutions.
e old Tetrastoon was redesigned and dedicated to Constantine's mother Augusta Helena, and named Augusteion. e silver statue of Augusta was placed at the square. 27 e Augusteion's scale was grand: estimates range between 1,750 and 3,500 square metres. is large chora -like public space in the heart of the city was thus best suited for ceremonial public functions.
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As such, Augusteion remained the place of attraction, natural convergence and gathering.
As mentioned above, the city did not suddenly break from its pagan past; two temples (dedicated to Rhea/Kybele and to Tyche/Fortuna) were also erected by Constantine and his architects in this area. e liturgy, its set-up and the early churches e Basilica of early Constantinople was inherited from the Severan period. It was initially designed as a rectangular peristyle court accommodating a public library, the university and the court of law. For Constantine, the change in liturgy was inevitable, due to the newly established position of the church whereby a permanent and unchangeable liturgy was required. Historians have argued that it was because Constantine viewed himself as God's vicar on earth; consequently God became seen as the Emperor of Heaven. Hence the liturgy became a ceremony performed before the Lord or before his representative, the Bishop. Krautheimer and Ćurčić describe it: the bishop, clad in garments of high magistrate, entered the church in solemn procession, preceded by the insignia of his o cial rank, candles and book. Flanked by his presbyters, he was seated on a throne, the sella curulis of a Roman o cial.
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It is important to remember that the basilica was the structure best suited for the new liturgy because it contained a big covered meeting hall of the tribunal. Here the magistrate and his assessors would sit on a podium next to a shrine that sheltered the e gy of the Emperor. Originally Roman justice was dispensed only in the presence of the Emperor (or his substitute, the e gy). By an extended analogy the priest did the same, and the set-up became the mise-enscène for Christian liturgy with the podium becoming an altar space.
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However, hardly anything remained of Constantine's church buildings in the new capital. In addition to the Severan basilica, the rst Hagia Sophia and Hagia Irene were built, but were replaced in the sixth and the eighth centuries respectively. Hagia Irene reputedly stands on the site of a pre-Christian temple and is believed to be the rst church in the capital built by Constantine's architects. Hagia Sophia, built next to the Emperor's palace, was later famously replaced by Justinian. e rst Hagia Sophia was a large basilica with double aisle and galleries. It was short and wide, and had an atrium and perhaps a propylaeum. e edi ce probably resembled the Basilica of Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem and was built with the expertise and technology similar to that applied to the Basilica of Maxentius and Constantine in Rome.
ere are no traces of the fourth-century Church of the Holy Apostles, replaced in 536 by Justinian's church. According to Eusebius, the Church of the Holy Apostles rose in the centre of a wide courtyard, surrounded by meeting halls, baths and pools. It was designed on the basis of the cross. e ceiling was gilded and co ered, covering all four arms, while the walls were wrapped with marble. According to this source, a drum, well lit through bronze grilled windows, rose over the crossing, and was apparently surmounted by a conical roof. Below this drum stood the sarcophagus of Constantine, apparently anked by piers inscribed to the Twelve Apostles. e sarcophagus stood within an enclosure where the liturgy was held at the altar. us the building was the mausoleum of the Emperor and a martyrium dedicated to the Apostles.
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Over the years the central position of Constantine's sarcophagus became inappropriate, as the relics of the apostles were brought in in 356 to 357. e Emperor's remains were later removed into a separate, adjoining mausoleum of a traditional plan, circular and domed. Apostoleion, as it became known, was a martyrium, as were the Basilica at the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem, the Holy Nativity at Bethlehem and the tomb of St Peters.
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In its plan the Church of the Holy Apostles was innovative. e martyrium, rather than being hidden underground or appended to the nave and aisles of a basilica as at Bethlehem, became the very core of the structure. Krautheimer and Ćurčić argue that a new type of martyrium has thus emerged, a self-su cient structure centred on the focus of worship.
is kind of legacy by Constantine corresponds to his general goal for the adoration he was aiming to establish for both the Church and the Empire. Subsequently, during the later fourth and early h centuries, we nd many churches that have copied this arrangement, including the plan with its connotations of the True Cross, the dedication to the Apostles and the centrality of martyrdom. 34 e secular structures e impact of Constantine's Holy Apostles and other buildings is impossible to determine, as nothing of the palaces, colonnaded streets or public buildings attributed to Constantine has survived.
Modelling the Church, the Empire and the mores of the imperial life
Constantine believed that one of the imperfections of the old empire was the fact that the emperor was not su ciently esteemed and cherished. For this reason, and in addition to his large-scale building project, he adopted the insignia of adoration on his personal clothing such as the diadem and the elaborate rich robes of the Asiatic monarchs. is is not a minor point, since the roles of ornament and splendour that were deployed in the framing and representation of imperial power need to be acknowledged. Constantine and the protagonists of his ideology of the new Christian state did not consider the robes to be simply luxuries of clothing as did wealthy Romans. In establishing the practices and ceremonies for the new religion, they embraced a di erent attitude drawn mainly from the Old and the New Testaments. Constantine's priests and courtiers understood the question of robes within the philosophy of the Scriptures. As in ancient Israel, the primacy of clothing had a metaphysical signi cance associated with the Hebrew concept of chabod, which means splendour, glory and honour, but also importance. Biblical tradition attributed the institution of priesthood to Aaron who was the one who wore the 'glorious garment' (beged chabod) (Sirach 45.9).
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is association between robe and priesthood, between clothing and service to God, is embedded in the biblical tradition as God Himself 'clothed with honour and Majesty,/who coverest thyself with light as with a garment' (Psalm 104.12).
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Closely connected with God's garments is His dwelling place, His habitation -the Ark of the Tabernacle that Moses founded with Aaron's priesthood. Robes and homes come together for a priest, and the Ark was built at the same time as the priestly robes were made (Exodus 39). Furthermore, Solomon's legendary construction of the Temple represented the crowning achievement of this outlook: the House of God was associated with His chabod, with his glory. 37 ere are scholarly works on the parallels between the project of Constantine's and Solomon's construction of the Temple, 38 in particular in relation to Constantine's undertakings in Jerusalem. 39 Krautheimer and Ćurčić remind us that, layman though he was, and baptised probably only on his deathbed, Constantine considered himself not to be Solomon but 'the thirteenth Apostle, Christ's vicar on earth -an aspect of the Divinity incarnate, the Invincible Sun, the Sear of Justice ' . 40 Constantine believed that he had been divinely appointed to lead Christ's Church to victory and to preside in person at Church Councils that he had convened in Nicea in 325. He pressed for the settling of dogmatic controversies, and used the machinery of government to implement decisions of the Councils. Constantine employed the unlimited means of the imperial power to raise the standing of the Church. By the time of his death in 337 this well-constructed interpenetration of ecclesiastical and imperial power had been achieved. e historical signi cance of the First Nicean Council was in being the earliest to attain consensus in the Church through an assembly representing all of Christendom.
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In pursuing his project, Constantine had included the adoption of the Old Testament while reorganising the court on a thoroughly Eastern model. His oriental-style court consisted of o cials who surrounded the Emperor and were raised to the rank of nobility. 43 e establishment of the rank of nobles with their privileges and duties was of strategic importance to the longevity of the Eastern Roman Empire.
e legacy of employing the nobility for the bene t of the state has subsequently been adopted by many courts in Europe.
e chief o cer of the court was the grand chamberlain who was in charge of the imperial palace.
e chancellor had a duty of supervision of the court o cials. He also had to receive foreign ambassadors (an institution that had been invented under the Byzantine Empire). 44 e quaestor drew up and issued the imperial edicts while the treasurer-general had to control the public revenues. e master of the privy purse had to manage the Emperor's private estate and the two commanders of the bodyguard.
While the concept of responsibility that comes with high rank (noblesse oblige) had already existed during the time of Homer, the topos had here reinstated itself within the Christian tradition. 45 In the Gospel of Luke, Jesus endorses the concept by saying, 'From everyone to whom much has been given, much will be required; and from the one to whom much has been entrusted, even more will be demanded' (Luke 12.48). Constantine may have been inspired by the Gospels and he may have felt that it was his duty to put into practice the suggestion from Luke and other evangelists. e city and its mythic legacy e Troyan Homero/Virgilian connection is not accidental either. e correlation is likely because the new capital was peculiarly situated in the proximity of the ancient city of Troy, saturated with the myths of Aeneas and the narratives of the Graeco-Roman past. 46 In this context, the gesture of bringing back to Asia Minor the legendary Palladium -a wooden statue (xoanon) of Athena Pallas, allegedly stolen by Odysseus and Diomedes from the citadel of Troy and taken to the future city of Rome by Aeneas -is a striking parallel. It opens up a space for the hypothesis that Constantine was not simply going east, but returning to the East. e idea of home-coming is the stronger narrative compared to the idea of relocation. Following this logic, Constantine could be seen as the emperor who brought the people of Rome back to their legendary roots in Asia Minor. e fact that he chose to place the mythic Palladium under his own celebrated Porphyry Column in his forum suggests the importance this myth had for Constantine personally. e actuality that it was subsequently ravaged, probably by the crusaders in 1204, suggests that the ght and the strife for legitimacy over this mythic ancestry had continued for centuries a er the presumed Palladium's return by Constantine.
Constantinople was therefore a uniquely complex and multifaceted urban and imperial entity. It drew from the myths, arts, knowledge and technology of the ancient Greeks and Romans, incorporating the principles of their achievements within what was projected to be the heart of the Christian Empire. In doing so, the city embodied the old traditions in a novel way believed to be suitable for the new capital.
Constantinople never gave up on its symbolic and religious traditions either, as the saga of the wooden xoanon and numerous other statues testify.
e religious buildings of all denominations, be it the temples to Kybele, Fortuna, Haghia Sophia or the Haghia Eirene, were part of a large imperial building campaign involving both the pagans and Christians. In this respect Constantine's city crucially established Christianity not as a conquering force but as one religion, albeit dominant, among many. 47 e temples and the churches were both positioned in the city centre although detached from the Augusteion and from each other. is arrangement was meant to provide for a variety of religious buildings and sacred spaces, as well as for their safe detachment from the ux of urban life and from each other. e precarious balance was struck by the careful disposition of the series of discrete temples, monuments and their surrounding precincts. 48 Constantinople therefore provided a ground and created the space within which the Emperor's vision about religious freedom could come to life following the 313 Edict of Milan that was the o cial guarantee and the inspiration for these developments. Without the actual conditions provided on the ground of Constantinople, the legislation might not have gained its lasting credibility.
is accommodation of di erent ethnicities and religious cultures was an important part of Constantine's plan. Decisively, the common formal features for all were found in the architectural language of Late Antiquity. All spaces of the capital were determined by using this language that included rich marble towering columns, arches, complex brickwork structures, and a variety of vaults and domes -all prime features of Roman imperial architecture. Typically this 9781441139085_txt_print.indd 175 05/04/2012 16:00 language included another central element in the creation of public spaces: the statuary. is style of building did not remain intact for long. New concerns emerged as both social and private life gradually moved inward. e fact that churches such as Haghia Eirene and Haghia Sophia were later rebuilt in a di erent manner suggests that their ancient form was no longer considered adequate. Above all this applied to interiors that were increasingly used for meditation and prayer. As such they required a certain design and appearance that could correspond to the heavenly landscape of Christianity -a particular quality that architects of the Justinian era strived to capture. e statuary, its role, prestige and subsequent demise From its early beginnings in the fourth century the city of Constantinople contained a great number of ancient statuary previously not seen in other medieval cities. is has been referred to by a number of sources from Zosimus onwards. Recently the statuary of Constantinople was studied and addressed by Sarah Bassett.49 Bassett claims that the creation of the collection of e gies was consciously planned and conceived by the Emperor and his advisers. She argues the point with inspirational eloquence; the attention to statuary had been very signi cant at the time of Constantine, and Bassett's claim remains a strong possibility. However, Bassett fails to present the nal, conclusive evidence about the statuary being brought into the city on Bosporus as part of this preconceived plan.
e acquired e gies of Constantinople have included the pre-fourth-century antiquities that were transported from the cities and sanctuaries of the Roman Empire to the newly founded capital. Believed to be organised in a series of related groupings spread throughout the city's public spaces, the sculptures of antiquity were apparently brought in in an attempt to create a 'civic identity' for the new city. As such, they were showing the city's history, the achievements of its founder and the magni cence of the Roman Empire.
In doing so, these instantly produced public spaces aimed to show o their prestige and to explain their unique urban pre-eminence. In this process the displacement and repositioning of the statuary, I would argue, demonstrate, con rm and follow the logic of the returned Palladium placed under Constantine's column.
Memory and the role of statuary and loci in rhetoric
e role of statuary within the city needs to be reviewed further. In doing so I shall refer to two separate theoretical sources and point out their relevance for an enhanced understanding of the role of statuary in urban space. One approach is relevant for our comprehension in respect of statues and memory; the other is instrumental to the overall insight into the emergence of the statuary in early antiquity and its role for the so-called bicameral mind.
ere is little dilemma about the fact that statuary has been highly important in Antiquity. E gies were o en part of buildings, while they were equally indispensable as free-standing compositional items that articulated the quality of public spaces in ancient cities.
e development of architecture and of sculpture is closely and inextricably linked, sometimes symbiotic and at other times a contest. e statuary was traditionally made for deities such as patrons of the city/polis, or for illustrious men -the practice was more associated with the Roman period. e e gy would be placed in the core of the city in order to address the sacred precinct important either for worshipping the divine or for paying respect to the ancestors and city founders. e statuary of lupa with Romulus and Remus adorned ancient Rome at every corner, as did the statues of Constantine and his mother Helena adorning early Constantinople. e public spaces with dedicated sculptures were the places of gathering and worship, especially during the days of the calendar when communities came together and evoked the ancestral past. e mechanism of how this phenomenon actually functioned in respect of memory could be best described by reference to the work of Frances Yates. 50 By looking at her text that explored the relevant ancient sources, it is possible to extrapolate Yates' ideas beyond the places of the house, as she had it, and to extend them into the urban context.
In Antiquity, argued Yates, memory was understood as the guardian of all knowledge. It was seen as the treasure house of inventions and its overall keeper, a function even more signi cant prior to the invention of the institution of the library. 51 e art of memory centred on the description of the arti cial memory outlining its bi-partite spatial structure containing places or backgrounds (locis) upon which the images (imaginibus) are set and memorised. Yates argued that the character of the images and that of the backgrounds must di er and be distinguishable and clearly visible. A well-outlined, distinct and balanced composition is crucial for maintaining its content within memory.
analogous role as memorable images in the city, where the public squares acted as backgrounds.
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In this context, especially memorable would be those statues that are conspicuous and that adhere long in our minds such as objects of exceptional history, size, distinction, beauty, or even exceptional ugliness. e statuaries collected for the New Rome would have ful lled these requirements, because they were as a rule distinct for their splendour, provenance and high value. is would suggest that by means of their presence the statues were able to trigger memories related to the history of the Graeco-Roman world from whose regions they originated.
Furthermore, we need to consider not only the Palladium and the ancient statuary, but equally so the Christian relics.
e documented travels by Constantine's mother Helena into the Holy Land and subsequent donations of the relics she brought back, including parts of the wooden cross of Christ and the relics of the Apostles, are of relevance here.
e ancient statues and subsequently the Christian relics housed within the Constantinopolitan churches were essential for the new capital, as they provided the sites in the city space where memory could be exercised. e nature of this mechanism of 'con-memoration' was linked to the state of mind that was shaped in rituals, speeches and acts of dedication, rather than in creating archives. e Emperor's urban project had therefore included and planned for the functioning of memory with the main roles being given to the e gy, to the relics housed in churches and to the overall con guration of the city space, the latter derived as the sum of layers of the newly positioned urban elements carefully superimposed upon the Severan grid.
Even if only intuitively, Constantine and his architects knew that the old Rome could not be right for the new state of mind, as it was saturated with its own signi cant places and its distinctive con guration embedded in the people's psyche. Constantine's grand projet on the Bosporus included a careful rewriting of history and laying down conditions for the future. For the spatial inscriptions of this project the Emperor required a less inundated urban context. e role of statuary in the urban setting of the New Rome was therefore essential. On the level of cultural history it provides a signi cant marker in the process of the development of human consciousness. is role of e gy has not o en been considered within wider philosophical and epistemological context as it has usually been appreciated for its aesthetic and representational values. In order to highlight the epistemological role further I shall refer to the works of scholars who have maintained a profound interest and theoretical focus in this respect.
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We shall brie y look at the selected texts that refer to both: the history of human mind and the history of sculpture. e relevant texts include a book by the American psychologist Julian Jaynes, who worked within this eld in the1970s, and of the contemporary theorist Iain McGilchrist. Jaynes de ned the emergence of consciousness in his highly speculative book about early Mesopotamian statuary and the bicameral mind. 54 irty years later McGilchrist has elaborated on the divided brain and the making of the Western World in his seminal book comprising decades of his research. 55 Jaynes argues that the ancients did not always possess the power of introspective thinking; instead, they probably heard hallucinatory voices coming from the e gies, which they interpreted as those of their gods, king or chief.
is interpretation points towards the origins of statuary as auditory, i.e. the e gies were not only looked at but listened to. In the course of the development of Western culture, the auditory aspect has gradually been lost as the vision overwhelmingly took over. e American psychologist argues that the change from the mode of thinking (which he called the bicameral mind) to consciousness (interpreted as the self-identi cation of interior mental states) occurred over a period of centuries about 3,000 years ago and was due to the development of metaphorical language and the emergence of writing.
Jaynes relates this phenomenon to the Mycenaean Greeks and uses Homer's lliad as an example where the main characters act in response to the voices they hear (usually from their gods). Jaynes argues that the process of transformation of the human mind that followed took centuries. is implies that a large part of Antiquity was dominated by this underlying conversion of human consciousness. Mesopotamian, Egyptian, Greek and Roman statuary would therefore be implicated in this process.
According to Jaynes, voices and the bicameral mind were gradually ceasing to function so that in Late Antiquity the voices coming from statues gradually unfolded, transformed and attened into another category: writing. Due to the invention and the practice of writing, the role of the auditory voice became replaced by the visual sign. From then onwards human consciousness that was previously tuned to speech and hearing became more adjusted to writing, signs and images. Consequently, the art of rhetoric that was concurrent to speeches, symposia and auditory functions was modi ed for the visual functions. Within this economy of transformation, the role of statuary was pivotal as it embodied (or was believed to embody) both the fading voices and the visual properties that were gradually gaining in prevalence. is phenomenon may explain why antiquity paid so much attention to the statuary and applied such skills into their making.
Ancient statuary was therefore not just representing the status of and giving legitimacy to the city. e e gy was profoundly important for the minds and understanding of the citizens. e statues were addressing people's knowledge of the world and of themselves (gnothi seauton).
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In that sense the striving towards naturalism and liveliness that is evident in the progress and maturity of the ancient statuary were most probably attempts to reach out to the voices that were already vanishing during the Late Antiquity.
is explanation may be instrumental in understanding why the subsequent early Christian direction towards the abstraction in sculpture and arts in general could be interpreted not as inferior or lacking in liveliness, but rather as a mark of the newly found self-con dence coming from within. e new faith in its con dence did not need to reach out to the voices of the e gy as it was searching for pronouncements from within oneself, from within the subject. In doing so, as it has been noted, early Christianity established and a rmed the category of the subject.
is strategically important turn inward that would mark the lives of individuals within Western culture for centuries was part of the formation of the consciousness that is based on self-identi cation with interior mental processes. e evidence from both the Homeric epics and the early drama testi es that this was not always the case. e metamorphosis that occurred is consistent with the emerging rhetorical categories of Late Antiquity concerned with the interpretation of the statuary -the notion of ekphrasis being central. rough ekphrasis, the writers disclosed the details of the emotions and intellectual experience in observation and contemplation of the individual or groups of statuary.
Historians Cyril Mango and Sarah Bassett have argued that as a result of ekphrasis the individual passages in early medieval texts are o en 'long on interpretation and short on documentation' . less concerned with the physical materiality of the statuary (proportions, colour, quality of the stone, etc.) and more with the e ects it was having upon the mind of the observer. e experience that evokes perceptions, thoughts and feelings in relation to past events was what the e gies were meant to trigger and convey.
In doing so the statues mattered because they were able to make a link to both the perceptive and associative knowledge that formed the ancient human psyche. We have lost the access to that level of perceptive knowledge whose traces the ancient statues still embodied as the essential link to the knowledge of the past. is connection was the reason why Constantine embarked upon the great project of the removal of e gies to the new capital. It was probably still possible and meaningful at the time to try to reach out towards the statues' hidden voices. Today we appear to have lost the ability to recognise these traces that Jaynes struggled to rejuvenate.
e minds of the ancients sensed, understood and operated within this delicate condition; because it mattered to them profoundly, the weighty statues were repeatedly shipped around the Mediterranean. From Egypt to Greece, around the Roman World and back, many of the sculptures ended up in the New Rome not to simply adorn the new capital, but to stand as pointers of the experiences and of the knowledge related to the Mediterranean historical and mythic past. e search for these e ects of the statuary most probably achieved its climax here in the city on the Bosporus in the fourth century.
e context of the gradual demise of sculpture is marked by the rise and institutionalisation of writing, contributing to the emerging category of literature. When the religion based on scripture became nally o cially established by Constantine, there was very little le for statuary to do, in an active sense. Its downfall as the epistemological category was inevitable, in the context where letters and literature steadily took over the tasks of memory and rhetoric, and consequently the practices of education, arts and, crucially, religion.
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By the h and sixth centuries, the statuary in Constantinople became futile -an ornament of the past -clunky, impractical and useless. At the same time, large churches with impressive interiors were built and the Imperial Library and the Scriptorium ourished. Constructed during the reign of Constantine's heir to the throne Constantius II ( 337-361), the library was believed to have housed approximately 100,000 volumes of ancient texts. 60 is explains why the practice of collecting statues, having continued to exist for some time a er Constantine, ceased soon a er. In the sixth century, during the reign of Justinian, the practice of reusing transported e gies had disappeared. e practice of writing chronicles took over. e nature of public life also changed.
Crucially, it became more dependent upon reading, libraries and interior spaces such as palaces and monasteries where the learned congregated to read and interpret texts. e urban spaces of Constantinople turned inward, as the statue gave way to the book and public squares became substituted by salons, while temple precincts were replaced by richly vaulted and complexly domed church spaces.
is condition o en raised the question about the so-called 'closing of the mind' that has traditionally been referred to by the historians in relation to Late Antiquity. is belief is gradually losing its former authority in light of recent historical work, as the 'closing of the public life' need not necessarily be interpreted as the 'closing of the mind' . 61 Today, the Constantinopolitan scholarship on arts and architecture is again lively because of the need to address the missing part that art history and its powerful Renaissance studies had traditionally tended to undermine: the wider cultural and epistemological character of Byzantine arts and architecture exempli ed in its pivotal role in providing the continuity and transformation of ancient experiences and knowledge. Signi cantly, this transmission has occurred in the libraries, churches, monasteries and scriptoria of Constantinople, where scholars who lived in this adorned city reinterpreted the events of classical antiquity and wrote about their own experiences. While this process is a wider phenomenon not restricted to the capital, it is important to recognise both the underlining continuity and the transformation of the ancient knowledge that was secured via the arts and architecture of Constantinople. 62 e city and its artefacts have acted both as storage and props for the human psyche, its memory and its overall workings. In this sense the urban project of making the new capital was truly grand and multifaceted. Unfortunately, Constantinople's medieval unrivalled in uence and supremacy was in part the reason why it was subjected to destruction. e ancient capital presented the most attractive and rich target for both the Crusaders in 1204 and the Ottomans in 1453. Many small artefacts looted, o en modelled on ancient statuary, are today on display in various museums.
With regard to the general question about the intercultural transmission in Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages, it is up to every generation of scholars to discover how deep they are prepared to dig into the subject. As always, this is decided in relation to the present and current views of the future. As one twentieth-century architectural historian has noticed, every analysis seeks only to measure the e ects it sets in motion in order to change itself according to 9781441139085_txt_print.indd 182 05/04/2012 16:00 the intervening transformations. 63 e certainties that history presents could be read as expressions of repressions. 'True history' is not that which presents itself with indisputable 'proofs' but that which recognises its own limits and its arbitrariness. e examples of fragments, failed works and unrealised attempts raise issues traditionally suppressed by the completeness of works that have attained seminal status. Errors, demises and erasures o en speak more clearly about the di culties of particular utopias than the grandest of celebrated monuments.
Notes known as 'in hoc signo vinces' , has been depicted in the Stanze di Ra aello, 1520, in the Vatican, by Giulio Romano, who was an assistant to Rafael at the time. It also exists as statuary by Bernini (1670) currently also at the Vatican. 7 e Edict of Milan states: When I, Constantine Augustus, as well as I, Licinius Augustus, fortunately met near Mediolanurn (Milan), and were considering everything that pertained to the public welfare and security, we thought, among other things which we saw would be for the good of many, those regulations pertaining to the reverence of the Divinity ought certainly to be made rst, so that we might grant to the Christians and others full authority to observe that religion which each preferred; whence any Divinity whatsoever in the seat of the heavens may be propitious and kindly disposed to us and all who are placed under our rule. And thus by this wholesome counsel and most upright provision we thought to arrange that no one whatsoever should be denied the opportunity to give his heart to the observance of the Christian religion, of that religion which he should think best for himself, so that the Supreme Deity, to whose worship we freely yield our hearts may show in all things His usual favour and benevolence. erefore, your Worship should know that it has pleased us to remove all conditions whatsoever, which were in the rescripts formerly given to you o cially, concerning the Christians and now any one of these who wishes to observe Christian religion may do so freely and openly, without molestation. e notion of the 'centre' is important for Christians. It has a strong theological relevance as the centre emanates over the whole and holy (note the same origin of the two terms). I am grateful to my student Lindy Weston who has constantly pointed this out in his own work. 17 See Mango, ' e Development of Constantinople as an Urban Centre' , in Studies on Constantinople, op. cit., pp. 117-36. 18 Curtius, European Literature, op. cit., p. 36. e history of European educational institutions could be traced back to the sophist Hippias of Elis, a contemporary of Socrates. He was regarded as the founder of the pedagogical system, whereby a core study was related to various elds of general knowledge (in Greek). 19 Seneca's Epistle 88 was the locus classicus about the arts and education. Seneca had discussed the 'artes liberales' and the 'studia liberalia' -both parts of the egknklios paideia. ese arts were called 'liberal' because they were worthy of free men. eir purpose was not the achievement of material wealth. Painting, sculpture and other manual arts (artes mechanicae) were excluded, while music, being a mathematical subject, had a secured place in the circle of the liberal arts. It could be argued that, by the end of Antiquity, the liberal arts had become the sole authority on learning. eir number had been xed at seven, and they were arranged in a sequence, which was kept throughout the Middle Ages: grammar, rhetoric, dialectic (the trivium), arithmetic, geometry, music, astronomy (quadrivium), 37. 20 Two dominant theories on the subject of the artes are: the patristic (of the early Church Fathers), and the secular-scholastic. In Constantinople they have existed in parallel. ey are not always easily separable, but they di er in their origin. Philo (20 -50 ), a Jewish scholar from Alexandria, had already added Greek learning and philosophy to his Jewish interpretation of the Holy Scriptures, which he did by transforming the Hellenic sages into pupils of Moses. e Christian apologists of the second century, particularly Justin, took over the same idea and handed it down to the theologians of the Alexandrian school. us Clement of Alexandria (Titus Flavius Clemens, ) drew the conclusion that Greek learning was established by God and that Christians needed it in order to understand the Scriptures. e Latin fathers were divided on the subject. Ambrose of , 1989, p. 237. 36 e character of the priestly robe can be represented only by reference to the transcendent, which is essentially 'clothed'; in all its relations with human beings it always veils, covers or clothes its power, because one cannot bear the direct sight of God. God said to Moses, 'you cannot see my face: for man shall not see me and live' (Exodus 33.20) . Perniola, op. cit., p. 238. 37 Perniola, op. cit., p. 238. 38 For example, when discussing the appropriateness of celebrating the Encaenia, Michael A. Fraser writes: September 13 was a particularly appropriate day for the Encaenia. Not simply because it coincided with the anniversary of Constantine's victory over Licinius and his honouring of the heavenly sign but because that day was also one of a wider theological signi cance. e Martyrium basilica (built by Constantine) is described by Eusebius as the New Jerusalem, predicted by the prophets of old, namely Ezekiel. e implication, in accrediting Constantine with the building of a New Jerusalem, is that a new Solomon has also arisen. Less than y years later the pilgrim Egeria will write that the date of the Encaenia was also the day on which Solomon dedicated the temple. e feast of Solomon's dedication commenced on the 10th day of Tishri, the day of atonement, and ended with the feast of Tabernacles. e feast of the Encaenia occurs in this very same season. According to a so ware application which calculates the Jewish feasts for any given year, in 335 AD the 10th day of Tishri fell on Saturday 13th September. 'Constantine and the Encaenia' . Studia Patristica, 39, ed. Livingston. 39 is project needs to be di erentiated from the myth about the 'Donation of Constantine' , a forged Roman imperial decree by which the Emperor Constantine supposedly transferred authority over Rome and the western part of the Roman Empire to the Pope. e Western Church has maintained this forgery as truth for centuries, not exposing it fully even a er the proof by Lorenzo Valla in the eenth century. is account of forgery does not necessarily contradict the account about Constantine bringing the columns to Rome. Constantine had apparently brought a set of columns to Rome and gave them to the original St Peter's Basilica. e Donation of Constantine, a painting from Raphael's studio, shows these columns in their original location. According to tradition, these columns came from the 'Temple of Solomon' , built in the tenth century . e columns, now considered to have been made in the second century , became known as 'Solomonic' . Constantine is indeed recorded as having brought them from Greece. If these columns really were from one of the temples in Jerusalem, the spiral pattern may have represented the oak tree which was the rst Ark of the Covenant, mentioned in However, it would have su ced to know only two languages, namely Greek and Latin, and be able to travel throughout the entire country. e boundaries of the respective languages were o en not sharply drawn. It may be argued however that the linguistic boundary ran through the Balkan peninsula along an east-west line; while south of the Mediterranean it divided Libya from Tripolitania. e Balkan lands had a mixed population, but the western half of the Empire was mainly Latin speaking and the eastern half was mainly Greek speaking. ese two were the languages of administration and culture, and almost all educated people in the East spoke Greek, just as all educated people in the West spoke Latin. Constantinople and its surroundings were therefore administered in Greek, as we observe in the city and on its monuments. Mango one natural, and the other the product of art. e natural memory is that memory which is embedded in our minds, born simultaneously with thought. e arti cial memory is that memory which is strengthened by a kind of training and system of discipline … It is neither more nor less true in this instance than in the other. 52 Ad Herennium, 209. 53 e text entitled Ad Herennium dates from the second decade of the rst century . Addressed to Gaius Herennius, it takes on the subject of Hellenistic rhetorical teachings. It divides the art of rhetoric into four parts: (1) Invention (inventio); (2) Disposition (dispositio); (3) Delivery (elocutio); (4) Memory (memoria), and (5) Style (pronuntiatio). 54 Julian Jaynes (1920-97) Consider, for example, the description of the orator Demosthenes (cat. no. 53). In the orid language admired by the age, Christodoros identi es and describes his subject with only passing reference to physical appearance. Instead, the author concentrates on re-creating the orator's mental state by alluding to past historical events. is technique allows Christodoros to infer a state of mind from which the orator's thoughts are duly extrapolated. Far more interpretive than factual, this verse is conceived less as a documentation and more as mutual and emotional evocation of a moment. Indeed, the real subject of Christodoros's poetry is not so much observed physical reality as the ephemera of thought and feeling. Fi h-century description of one of the major thermal foundations in Constantinople, an ekphrasis on the statuary in the Baths of Zeuxippos by Christodoros describes 81 statues or statue groups. Bassett, op. cit., p. 9. 58 Christodoros, a Christian poet in the time of Anastasius I (491-518), was in uenced by Nonnos of Panopolis (Cameron, 475 Please supply a larger copy of this image.
Fig. 3
Constantine's Column as designed (Gurlitt, 1912) , image in public domain in USA (Photo permission Marsyas). Please supply a larger copy of these images. 
